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For nearly thirty years and over tens of thousands of projects in every climate zone and on every 
continent, the Passivhaus Institut Building Standard through its PHPP modeling certification processes 
(Passivhaus Planning Package) has proven time again again to reduce the amount of energy a building 
requires and the amount of C02 emissions that energy would otherwise produce by 90% while 
maintaining a common standard of comfort and delivering a continuous stream of fresh filter air. While 
the Passivhaus Institut Building Standard may be the most broadly tested and widely endorsed and 
implemented of any “high performance” building standard others exist and each has their respective 
features and benefits.  That said, the Passivhaus Building Standard rigorously prioritizes energy efficiency 
and comfort to the exclusion of other attributes.  

The relative OPEX (operating expense) of any given building directly affects its relative value and the 
amount energy used to heat and electrify a typical building all else equal usually constitutes its major 
expense. It doesn’t matter what you call it, relative value is driven by financial considerations, all else 
equal. This can be quantified.  Thus the building with the lowest operating expense commands a higher 
price all else equal. The “present value of a growing annuity” best expresses this value difference with 
respect to a rates and holding period, thirty years in the case below.  The average Chicago household 
spends $250 per month and $3000 per year on energy.  Buildings the size of Ellis Passivhaus might spend 
upwards of $7000 per year while annual energy demand for Ellis Passivhaus is > 90% less meaning it’s less 
expensive to operate therefore worth more. 

 

Rate (Fed Funds) 2.50%     
Years  30     

PV of Growing Annuity - Total Annual Energy Expense - "Nearly Net Zero Value" 
Annual Energy 

Spend &  Growth $3,000 $4,800 $6,000 $7,200 $8,400 

3.00% $94,308 $150,892 $188,616 $226,339 $264,062 
4.00% $109,253 $174,805 $218,506 $262,208 $305,909 
5.00% $127,255 $203,607 $254,509 $305,411 $356,313 
6.00% $148,986 $238,377 $297,972 $357,566 $417,160 
7.00% $175,272 $280,436 $350,545 $420,654 $490,763 
8.00% $207,125 $331,401 $414,251 $497,101 $579,951 
9.00% $245,782 $393,251 $491,563 $589,876 $688,189 

10.00% $292,755 $468,408 $585,510 $702,612 $819,714 

 


